
Amtico Case Study
Giovanni L.

Featured Collections:

Mirabelle Creme, Mirabelle Bleu,  
Stria Basalt, Stria Rock. Antique Oak  
pure plain black stripping.



The new Giovanni L. ice  
cream parlour in Lübeck  
oozes a distinctive style of 
the highest quality thanks to 
the multitude of colours,  
patterns and shapes that 
create a welcoming  
atmosphere. 

The Amtico floor chosen by 
Giovanni L. for its latest  
parlour helps to bring to life 
the ‘decks of an old ship’ 
interior scheme, achieved 
using Antique Oak planks 
from Amtico’s Spacia  
collection. 

Accent strips in Pure  
Plain Black have been used 

between the Antique Oak  
to outline each plank to 
create a deck block laying 
pattern, adding a touch of  
authenticity to the desired 
marine look. 

To enhance the customer 
experience and make the 
counter a truly special  
area within the parlour,  
three specially-made  
Giovanni L. company logos 
have been integrated in  
the floor design. These  
golden logos enhance the  
shimmering, warm tones  
of the Antique Oak planks 
and match the opulent  
atmosphere perfectly.

Location: Lübeck, Germany
Sector: Hospitality & Leisure
Collection: Signature & Spacia
Products & Laying Patterns: 
SS5W2507 -  Antique Oak and Pure Plain Black stripping laid  
                        in a deck block laying pattern
AR0SMB14 -  Mirabelle Creme, AR0SMB34 - Mirabelle Bleu,
AR0SMS43 - Stria Basalt, Kite & Bespoke

A bespoke kite laying pattern in  

Mirabelle Creme, Mirabelle Bleu, 

Stria Basalt and Stria Rock.  

Deck Block laying pattern in Antique  

Oak and Pure Plain Black Stripping.

Giovanni L.

Ice cream lovers in Germany enjoy 
the tasty creations from Giovanni L. 
at over 100 parlours, and now there’s 
a new one to visit in Lübeck. 



For a touch of individuality and to 
compliment the parlour’s central  
sculpture, Amtico created a  
bespoke flooring design using  
premium Signature LVT products. 
The result is this unique and  
impressive circle of hexagons linked 
to the rest of the parlour by striking 
Kite pattern walkways.

This highly original  
hexagonal centrepiece 
combines Stria Rock, Stria 
Basalt, Mirabelle Bleu and 
Mirabelle Creme – all from 
the Signature collection. 
Joining this at the centre 
are Kite pattern sections 
that use parallelogram 
tiles to produce a bold and 
confident design. Both the 
hexagonal design and the 
Kite walkways flow into one 
another to create a perfectly 

coordinated overall image, 
surrounded by the warming 
tones of Antique Oak.

Amtico Signature’s design 
versatility and creative 
scope is matched by its  
durability and robustness –
just what’s required in  
hospitality environments, 
such as this busy city  
centre ice cream parlour, 
that are put to the test by 
heavy footfall.

Giovanni L.

Mirabelle Creme, Mirabelle Bleu, Stria Basalt 

and Stria Rock. Antique Oak with Pure Plain 

Black Stripping



20YR COMMERCIAL 
WARRANTY

 

YEAR

Signature is our 
flagship collection 
of 163 products: 69 
Woods, 43 Stones  
and 51 Abstracts.

This sophisticated 
collection combines 
original palettes, distinctive 
patterns and stunning 
details. The design-led, 
high-performance LVT 
products have a total 
thickness of 2.5mm and a 
1mm wear layer. Signature 
products also carry a  
20-year warranty.

Designed for 
durability, and 
designed to last, 
Spacia comprises 
96 products and 
patterns across Wood, 
Stone and Abstract 
palettes that deliver 
exceptional floors.

Introduce design-led 
quality to every project 
with distinctive Woods, 
stunning Stones and 
vibrant Abstracts. Spacia’s 
high-performance 
products have durable 
0.55mm and 0.3mm wear 
layers, which are backed 
by a 10-year warranty.

10YR COMMERCIAL 
WARRANTY
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Giovanni L.
Featured Products:

Pure Plain Black Stripping
AR0APN22

Antique Oak
SS5W2507

Mirabelle Bleu
AR0SMB34

Stria Basalt
AR0SMS43

Mirabelle 
Creme
AR0SMB14

Stria Rock
AR0SMS33



Amtico UK &
European Sales
+44 (0) 121 745 0800

Amtico Head Office
+44 (0) 24 7686 1400

Amtico International 
Germany
+49 (0) 2131 359 16 0

Amtico International 
Scandinavia
+46 (0) 8 584 233 24 

Amtico International 
France
+33 (0) 1 55 38 95 70

Amtico International 
Middle East, Africa & India
+ 971 (0) 50 192 33 46

Amtico International 
Asia
+852 2327 7703
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